An Alien in Paris

City Matters

High Kicks and Electro

Old tricks, fresh goose bumps

When it intensifies into a blue, white and red apotheosis of lifted skirts and high kicking legs,
Nicole Graham throws herself into the show. She is the queen of French cancan at the dance’s
bastion: Le Moulin Rouge.

Nestled in the heart of the Latin Quarter, an extraordinary library, the Bilipo, houses everything
you’ve always wanted to know about spies, murderers, and private detectives.

By Don Duncan

By Julie Pecheur

o get backstage at the Moulin Rouge, you
first need to punch a code into the red
velvet wall of the entrance lobby to
discover that part of it is in fact a red velvet
covered door which gives onto this half-world
of incomplete illusion: fresh faces partially
made up, mishmashes of costume parts and
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The life of a Moulin Rouge dancer
is one of both luxury and
endurance.

unhurried through the abandoned chaos. She
has clearly not been whipped up in the recent
mass exodus. As a cancan soloist, her cue is not
for one and a half hours into the show.
Nicole, a native of Miami, Florida, is one of
the older and most senior of the Moulin’s
troupe. Now in her mid-thirties, she first arrived
in Paris via Spain 15 years ago. She began
modelling which brought her to Japan for a
while. On a job in Monaco in 1994 she met
someone who secured her a fateful audition
with Ms. Doriss, the choreographer of the
Moulin Rouge. Her background in gymnastics
combined with her classical dance training (she

“real-world attire,” unmagical lighting,
everyday conversations and the smell of
makeup and performance anxiety.
It is a warren of corridors and tiny
dressing rooms inhabited by tall,
nubile youth who stare doe-eyed
out of their cubicles suspended in
their nightly metamorphosis from
hard-working-dancer-living-inParis to exotic-imagined-creatureIn
many
of-the-Paris-night.
respects, backstage is more
interesting than the show, to
perceive the chaos and the ultimate
mortality behind the artifice, which
so vigorously deny such things.
Young men and women add the
final layer of stage foundation or
reapply their mascara with hasty
precision, all the while chattering
to each other about their day or
their plans for after the show.
Others are warming up as the
ubiquitous public address system
counts down to Showtime, at
which point there is a massive
flurry of feathers and glitter and
excitement in the corridors,
dancers streaming out of their
dressing compartments to take first
positions stage-side. The show
starts, the lights saturate the stage Nicole Graham.
and the hot, brassy, cabaret music
blares outwards onto the hundreds
has done both since an early age) enabled her to
of staring faces.
Backstage is now quiet and empty— bypass the usual Moulin Rouge ascendancy
artefacts strewn across dressing room tables and through the basic chorus line or “Doriss” line
floors in mid-use, as in some Pompeii-like and the more risqué “Doriss Nude” line to solo
village. Nicole Graham, a six-foot tower of leg, roles.
The life of a Moulin Rouge dancer is one of
feather and bright, silken primary colours walks
both luxury and endurance. The dancers are
chosen through auditions, which take place all
over the world. All must have classical ballet
training and meet strict measurement
requirements (5’-8” for girls, 6’-3” for boys).
The dancers perform two shows a night, six
nights a week without letting a hint of exertion
Neighbourhood:
peek through the perpetual smiles held for the
The 11th arrondissement.
audience.
The myth of the Moulin as a self-contained
Food: Fuxia, 25 & 51 rue des Martyrs.
world of sensuality and exoticism, far from the
Park: Parc Monceau, for its (faux)
mundane reality of the Parisian streets and
ruins.
boulevards, is one that stretches back to its
inception in 1889 when the seamstresses and
Shopping: The boutiques on the
washerwomen of Montmartre hit the stage with
Faubourg Saint Antoine, near the
the revolutionary screams, boisterous rhythm
Bastille. (“The trouble is it’s really hard
and suggestive movements of the Quadrille
to find clothes that fit me so I buy
Réaliste
(later renamed the cancan). The cabaret
most of my clothes in the US or in
soon garnered attention across the channel and
Amsterdam.)
among the vibrant Montmartre artist milieu,
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notably Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec who was
first commissioned to paint a poster for the
Moulin in 1891. Synonymous with the Moulin

The Moulin myth portrays its
dancers as wondrous creatures
who only exist within its vaults.
Rouge are notions of perennial beauty, eternal
youth, artistic truth and a solid commitment to
artifice, fantasy and escapism.
The Moulin myth also portrays its dancers as
wondrous creatures who only exist within its
vaults of decadent spectacle and fantasy. The
truth is, of course, a lot less
glamorous. Once the show is over,
the girls and boys pull back on
their denims and return to their
rented studios and apartments
across Paris. There is a tight sense
of camaraderie among the cast,
Nicole says. However, she adds
that soloist dancers are not as part
of the troupe as the rest. “The girls
look at me as a maternal figure
and often come to me with
questions or to seek advice,” she
says. Some dancers live together
while other prefer to separate their
work and home lives.
Surprisingly, the Moulin is
rarely a definitive point of arrival
for its dancers who often use it as
a springboard onto other career
paths, both in and out of dance.
For Nicole, the Moulin is a steady
base from which she can explore
other artistic interests, notably
music. For the past three years, she
has been working as a singer and
songwriter on a solo album, an
electro blend of jazz, R&B, gospel
and house. “It’s nice to have the
Moulin Rouge,” she says. “It gives
© Michael Abraham
you a good quality of life and
steady salary. However, I don’t
want to get into a complacent mindset,
dependent solely on the Moulin, of not
continuing to audition for other opportunities. I
will always audition.” Indeed, the day after we
spoke, Nicole had an audition in Marseille for

“The girls look at me as a maternal
figure and often come to me with
questions.”
The Lion King musical, which is due to open at
the Mogador Theatre, Paris in the Fall of 2006.
But for the moment Nicole is very much a
hybrid of dreams and realisations as is the
backstage space at the Moulin Rouge. She will
continue her twice nightly high-kicking solo
there while she strives to achieve other artistic
goals. Despite the cheesy tourists and the
saccharine mise-en-scène found today at the
Moulin, this towering lady, at least in her
aspirations, is perhaps not so far removed from
the washerwomen-come-cancan dancers and
artist-spectators of fin-de-siècle Montmartre
who brought the Moulin Rouge its first taste of
notoriety.

.K. Now he’s going to get his
coat…” As predicted by the
smiling librarian, the old man
walks across the room towards the coat rack,
slips into a raincoat and slowly reaches the exit,
an old briefcase under his elbow. Since he has
retired, Marcel Chausiaux comes to the library
every day. Before, he used to give talks in
nursing homes about Paris. More specifically,
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From romans de gare, books
disdainfully bought in train
stations, detective stories have
slowly made it to bedside tables.
about anything dreadful that took place in the
city. For instance, he spoke on the guillotine and
the Deibler family, executioners, or “headmen,”
over three generations, “1,500 heads for the
grandfather, the father and the son.”
(Coincidentally, he lives on the street where the
deadly device operated from 1850 to 1900).
Now, vaguely hoping that a bureaucrat
somewhere will forget his age and grant him
permission to give one more lecture, he
researches the capital’s “red houses,” meaning,
he explains, “houses where crimes were
committed.”
To accomplish such a task—reading about
the murders, finding the victims’ addresses,
taking pictures of the houses-Mr. Chausiaux has
come to the right place. Hidden behind a
firehouse in the Latin quarter, the Bibliothèque
des littératures policières (Bilipo) or Library for
crime literature, houses about 70,000 novels,
7,000 documents, 3,500 reference books, 3,000
press reviews, 2,000 comics, 50 subscriptions,
posters… all related to suspense, crime, murder
or detection.
The public institution is unique in the world.
The idea for such a place sprouted in the 1970s,
when detective novels (roman policiers), albeit
already popular, were still not considered
“Literature” and were neglected by French
libraries. Library aficionados decided to
reference all works of the genre and created an
association, which in the early 1980s, obtained
the right to stock and preserve all mystery-

related publications
from the National
Library and the City
of Paris. Since 1983,
every mystery novel
published in France
has been automatically added to the
collection. In 1985, the
Bilipo opened its door
to the public and ten
years later, already
weighted down by of its
accumulated
documents, the collection
moved to its present
location, where exhibitions and conferences also
take place.
Arriving at the modern,
clean, well-lit building is
almost disappointing. No blood on the wall. Not
even a black crow hanging around. Readers
look strikingly normal. But like in any
investigation, the truth lies in the details and
below the surface. In the silent reading room
titles emerge like cries: Dossiers criminels,
Peindre au couteau (Painting with a knife),
Crimes et Police, Blood N’Thunder, Mystère
Magazine…
Since it is not a lending library, the Bilipo
welcomes mostly researchers. “We have a bit of
everything,” explains Dominique Floirat, the
librarian on duty. “The shock troops are mainly
literature students who study hardboiled crime
fiction (roman noir) and detective novels. Then
we have other rather surprising categories, like
architecture
students
who
research
neighborhoods and crime scenes; we have
authors, of course, and filmmakers who look for
books on the police, forensic medicine, or the
prison system; we have cops, like the one who
worked on serial killers, and private detectives.”
With visible delight she recalls the student who
is working on American slang, and the one who

Arriving at the modern, clean,
well-lit building is almost
disappointing. No blood on
the wall. Not even a black crow
hanging around.
is writing a thesis on gentlemen housebreakers.
For regular polar lovers who come on weekends
or after work to read, Ms. Floirat keeps their
novels on the side until they finish them.
Although the core of the catalogue is in
French, the foreign-language section has
expanded massively to about 10,000
documents. The library itself buys all foreign
reference books about famous authors and
characters. Fiction, however, comes mostly
through private donations. Several French
publishing houses contribute the foreign books
they consider for translation. American libraries
regularly send over the books they don’t want to
keep, and many authors bring their own works
in whatever languages they were translated. The
Régis Messac donation for instance, comprises
the author’s thesis on the detective novel and the
influence of scientific thinking (1929) and

about
500 American
pulp magazines from
the 1930s: Detective Fiction
Weekly, Flynn’s Weekly, Sexton Blake…
Throughout its twenty years of existence, the
Bilipo has accompanied a taste revolution

She recalls the student who is
writing a thesis on gentlemen
housebreakers.
among French readers. From romans de gare,
books disdainfully bought in train stations,
detective stories have slowly made it to bedside
tables. Today, one book bought out of five is a
mystery or one of its avatars—detective story,
whodunit, espionage novel, historical thrillers,
romans noirs. Most publishing houses have
started their own crime collections and authorswhether from the genre’s traditional countries
(i.e. France, the United States and England) or
from emergent ones (Latin America, Italy and
Northern Europe)—have become international
stars. As a result, in 2004, 1,228 mysteries were
published, compared to 700 in 1995.
“Readers are turning to mysteries because
the range is huge and gets better media
coverage,” explains Catherine Chauchard, the
head of Bilipo. “The other explanation, which is
the one given by the roman noir milieu, is that
“literature” is not attractive enough and has
forgotten the art of narration; it’s too selfcentered and introspective.”
Truth be told, what is a better narrative trick
than goose bumps? For Mr. Chausiaux, real,
dark mysteries have taken over his life: “My
wife, she is scandalized. But even when I watch
a TV series, I always look for something
macabre,” he states matter-of-factly before
leaving the library for the day.
Bibliothèque des littératures policières
(Bilipo), 48-50 rue du Cardinal Lemoine,
75005 Paris, Metro Cardinal Lemoine or
Jussieu. 01 42 34 93 00. Open TuesdayFriday 2pm - 6pm, Saturday 10am - 5pm.
Free. Until December 31, “Rue de la nuit,”
an exhibition of photographs and
engravings of Parisian streets at night.
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